CHIME OPTIONS
ROOM-BY-ROOM

VOLUME
ADJUSTMENT

Each VisiCom unit has a volume knob which
can be set anywhere from quite load to completely silent. Typically, the volume in the exam
room is set to a volume that is barely perceptible to the provider thus unnoticed by the
patient, and units in noisy areas are turned up
louder.

PLEASING

CHIME TONES

Each VisiCom unit has a selection of eight
pleasing and distinctive chime tones from
which to choose. Some tones are soothing and
subtle, others are more apt to get someone’s
attention. Activate VisiCom’s chime demonstration mode to select the preferred tone to suit
your practice.

PERSONAL

PROGRAMMABLE TONES

If you wish, you can program any one of the
eight available tones for each button, or program silence. For example, the doctor can be
assigned a tone which is readily distinguished
from other providers, and can thus recognize
his or her messages without the need to even
glance at the message display, so there’s no
distraction.

AUTOMATIC

RECHIMING

Press any Call button a second time for emphasis or three times in an urgent situation. A second button press changes the display appearance and programs the message to rechime
every minute or so, each time it reappears in
the sequential display of multiple messages.
Messages sent with three-press urgency flash
and chime without interruption until they’re
cleared.

MULTIPLE

CHIME RESTRICTIONS

VisiCom Chime Restriction is a major advance
in the art of office paging. Without it, practices
often complain they can’t get the doctor’s attention with their paging systems. The necessity to
look at the pager every time anyone gets paged
often proved too distracting. With sixty or seventy pages a day, some physicians found they had
to “tune out” messages to get by.
Unlike paging systems that make everyone look
every time anyone gets a message, VisiCom
provides room-by-room programmable chime
restrictions. In one room, for example, the
unit could be programmed to chime only for
the doctor. In another room, it could be programmed to chime only for some other provider, or other providers (multiple restrictions are
possible in each room) and so on.

